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Contrarian Investing: Consensus Upgrade Analysis
Stocks with ratings upgrade beyond a threshold deliver spectacular returns
Contrarian Investing is a time-tested investment tool, which involves buying/selling
stocks against the prevailing sentiment of the crowd or the market. In our thematic
report, Contrarian Investing, dated 22 June 2017, we had covered two major
themes based on consensus ratings (stock popularity) and valuation multiples, and
had demonstrated the success of contrarian investing in India. In the sequel,
Contrarian Investing: Digging Deeper, we extended our work on valuation multiples
by providing evidence that out-of-favor low P/CF stocks had outperformed in-favor
high P/CF stocks over the last decade and that margin of outperformance was higher
on trailing multiple than on forward multiple.
Contrarian investing focuses on buying stocks dumped into the bargain basement.
Some of the contrarian strategies highlighted in our notes are:
1. Buying neutral-to-moderately-popular stocks (popularity based on consensus
ratings)
2. Buying stocks with low relative valuation multiples (P/E, P/B, P/CF)
3. Buying stocks with consensus upgrade from “net sell to net buy”
In this note, we further analyze the last theme of Consensus Upgrade. We highlight
that a simple strategy of investing in stocks wherein analyst consensus has changed
from “net sell to net buy” can deliver returns of 22.4% over the next one year. We
address the general case of consensus upgrade and how stock prices react when a
stock is upgraded.
A strategy of investing in stocks that have been upgraded (threshold of 0.7), with a
one-year holding period, has delivered phenomenal returns of 34% over 2006-18.

Consensus rating and consensus upgrade

Bloomberg collects analyst recommendations on each stock and assigns a consensus
rating based on these recommendations. We have set a benchmark of increase of at
least 0.7 in consensus ratings to be a case of upgrade, therefore focusing only on
significant upgrades.

Performance of Consensus Upgrade stocks
Our analysis of BSE-100 constituents’ consensus rating data over 2006-18 (till date)
suggests that a strategy of investing in stocks that have been upgraded by at least
0.7, with a holding period of one year, has delivered phenomenal returns of 34%
over 2006-18.
A stock is upgraded when some of the analyst ratings change from ‘sell’ to
‘hold/buy’ or from ‘hold’ to ‘buy’. Earnings surprise, improvement in news flow and
stock correction leading to attractive valuations can be some of the factors
contributing to a stock’s upgrade on the street.
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We found this strategy to be effective across the entire time horizon. The lowest
returns delivered by the strategy across the time period were (-8%) in 2012 and
4.3% in 2008.

Hit ratio and evidence from India
Our analysis focuses on BSE100 current and past constituents over the last decade.
Among consensus upgrade stocks, roughly 55% have outperformed the market, but
as evident in 34% return annually, the margin of outperformance is significantly
higher for winners. In YTD CY18, we did not find a single BSE100 stock that satisfies
our criterion of upgrade (change in consensus rating score by at least 0.7).
Exhibit 1: Roughly 55% stocks in Consensus Upgrades outperform the market, but the margin of outperformance is
significantly higher for winners
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Companies from
"Consensus Upgrade"
List outperforming Nifty
13
11
19
17
11
7
4
8
8
12
5
6

"Consensus
Upgrades"
in an year
32
16
23
28
21
13
15
9
18
17
14
12
Overall

% of Companies
outperforming
market
41
69
83
61
52
54
27
89
44
71
36
50
55

Key Upgrades













Castrol
Apollo Tyres, KotaK Mahindra Bank
Eicher Motors
IndusInd Bank
Titan
Nestle
United Spirits
Ranbaxy
Ashok Leyland
NIIT
Monsanto
Jindal Steel and Power
Source: MOSL, Bloomberg
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Consensus Upgrade Stocks: 34% return over 2006-18
“Net Sell to Net Buy” theme is a particular case of Consensus Upgrade
In our thematic, Contrarian Investing published in June 2017, we looked at
instances of change in consensus rating from ‘net sell’ to ‘net buy’ over 2006-2017
across BSE-100 constituents. A change in consensus rating from ‘net sell’ to ‘net buy’
means a change in consensus rating from <3 to >3. We found that a strategy of
investing in stocks with consensus rating change from <3 (net sell) to >3 (net buy)
generates significant alpha over the benchmark BSE-100.
This is essentially a particular case of consensus upgrade. In this note, we have
addressed the general case of consensus upgrade and how stock prices react when
a stock is upgraded. By consensus upgrade, we refer to the change in consensus
rating (popularity) of the stock.
What is consensus rating?
Bloomberg collects analyst recommendations on each stock and assigns a consensus
rating based on these recommendations. It assigns 5 points for every buy
recommendation, 3 points for every hold recommendation and 1 point for every sell
recommendation. A consensus rating is arrived at by taking the average of these
scores.
 A stock with a consensus rating of 5 would have all buy recommendations.
 A stock with a consensus rating of 3 would have an equal number of sell and buy
recommendations, apart from hold/neutral recommendations.
 A stock with a rating change from <3 to >3 has a recommendation change from
a net sell to a net buy.
 A stock with a consensus rating of 1 would have all sell recommendations.
 We have set a benchmark of increase of 0.7 in consensus ratings to be a case
of upgrade, therefore focusing only on significant upgrades.
We looked at instances of consensus upgrades over 2006-18 across all BSE-100
constituents over the decade.
Our analysis of BSE-100 constituents’ consensus rating data over 2006-18 (till date)
confirms our view. A stock is upgraded, when some of the analyst ratings change
from ‘sell’ to ‘hold/buy’ or from ‘hold’ to ‘buy’. A strategy of investing in stocks that
have been upgraded by at least 0.7, with a holding period of one year, has
delivered phenomenal returns of 34% over 2006-18.
Earnings surprise, improvement in news flow, and stock correction leading to
attractive valuations can be some of the factors contributing to a stock’s upgrade on
the street.
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Exhibit 2: Indexed return over 12 months for Consensus Upgrade stocks
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Constituents of BSE100 in past have also been included in analysis, Source: Bloomberg

We found this strategy to be effective across the entire time horizon. The lowest
returns delivered by the strategy across the time period were -8% in 2012 and 4.3%
in 2008.
Exhibit 3: Total returns for Consensus Upgrade Stocks have been significant across all years
(2006-2018)
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Our analysis of consensus upgrade stocks suggests that roughly 55% of the stocks
have outperformed the market, but as evident in 34% return annually, the margin of
outperformance is significantly higher for winners. For 2018 YTD, there are no such
stocks amongst the current BSE-100 constituents that satisfy our criterion.
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Exhibit 4: Roughly 55% stocks in Consensus Upgrades outperform the market, but the margin of outperformance is
significantly higher for winners
Year
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